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CMaj7       Dsus4
If I’m being honest

Em7
I thought my life was over once or twice

CMaj7              Dsus4     Em7
I thought this well of bitterness would never run dry

CMaj7       Dsus4
If I’m being honest

Em7
I’d taken all the punches I could take

CMaj7    Dsus4                 Em7
I’d given up that anyone I loved would ever stay

CHORUS
C D Em7

It was hard to believe that we’d survive
C D Em7

Lonely and weak, the world ain’t on our side
C D Em7 D C

Like a shot in the dark, like a light in the storm, new life walked through that door
D C      D     Em7    (G 2nd time only)

I lost so much but I’ve been given so much more

CMaj7       Dsus4
If I’m being honest

Em7
I never knew that life could hurt so bad

CMaj7          Dsus4            Em7
I had built my dreams on a shifting pile of sand

CMaj7       Dsus4
If I’m being honest

Em7
All that I had left was faith in you

CMaj7          Dsus4                  Em7
You have taught me all I need to know and what to do

CHORUS



C D Em7 G
On every dusty road you were right there by my side

C D Em7 G
In the confusion of the night, you were always there to guide (me)

C D
We’ve been to hell and back and by mercy we’re still fighting

Em7 G
We’ve been to hell and back and by mercy we’re still fighting

C       D Em7 G
we’re moving on, we’re moving on together

C D Em7
It was hard to believe that we’d survive

C D Em7
Lonely and weak, the world ain’t on our side

C D Em7 D C
Like a shot in the dark, like a light in the storm, new life walked through that door

D                   Em7
I lost so much but I’ve been given so much more

C D C      D     Em7    G
I lost so much but I’ve been given so much more

Ending:  C     D    Em7   G     CMaj7


